Introduction.
Let © be an associative algebra of finite order over any field 5 of characteristic not two and ab represent the product of any two quantities a and b of ©. Then the operation ab = (ab + ba)/2 for a and b in © is called quasimultiplication, and any linear subspace 21 over J5 of © which is closed with respect to this operation forms a corresponding algebra 21. We call an algebra isomorphic to such an algebra a special Jordan algebra and see that special Jordan algebras are commutative but not, in general, associative. In the first three of four papers [6] [7] [8] [9] (') Jordan considered the class of all algebras satisfying the property x(yx2) = (xy)x2 for all x and y. In the last paper the assumptions of reality and commutativity are made.
It is the purpose of this paper to begin a study of simple special Jordan algebras. Any associative algebra © forms a special Jordan algebra ©° with respect to quasimultiplication and we shall show that if © is simple so is ©°. If © has an involution / and @j is the set of all /-symmetric quantities of ©, the set ©/ is a special Jordan algebra under quasimultiplication.
Then we shall show again that ©/ is simple if @ is.
Our study is analogous to that which has already been made for Lie algebras by Jacobson and Landherr [3, 4, 5, 10 , 11], and we shall show, as in that theory, that if $ is a scalar extension of % such that 2Iä is a special Jordan algebra of one of the types above, then 21 is a special Jordan algebra of a corresponding type. The analogous analysis for Lie algebras formed a major part of the determination of all simple Lie algebras over any field of characteristic not two and it is expected that our study will occupy a corresponding place in the theory of Jordan algebras.
Many thanks are due to Professor A. A. Albert for suggesting the topic, and guiding the writing, of the present paper which was accepted as a doctoral thesis at the University of Chicago.
2.
Involutions. An involution of an associative algebra © over g is a linear transformation / over g of © such that J2 = I, the identity transformation, sum © = ©y + ©y. We now state the following lemma. Lemma 1. Let © be an associative algebra over ft, J be an involution over ft of ©, 2 be a scalar extension field of ft. Then J can be extended uniquely to an involution over $ (which we shall also designate by J) of ©a and (©a)/ = (<&>j)*.
The proof is analogous to that of the corresponding statement of Jacobson [3, p. 509 ].
We further observe that if / and J0 are involutions over ft such that kJ = kJo for every k in the centrum of © then, by Albert [2, p. 155], J = JoT where F is an inner automorphism of © generated by a regular Jo-symmetric quantity or a regular Jo-skew quantity / of ©. We then see that a=aJ is in ©j if and only if a = aJ"T = taJH~l, at = taJ", (at)Jt> = atJo = ± at. Thus at is in ©/" or @y", respectively. We therefore have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. FAe set ©/ = ©j0i_1 or ©y = @y,¿_1 according as t is Jo-symmetric or Jo-skew.
3. Enveloping algebras of subspaces. If 93 is any subset of an algebra © over ft we define its closure 93* to be the intersection of all subalgebras of © containing 93. Thus 93* is the enveloping subalgebra of © consisting of all finite polynomials over ft in the quantities of 93.
If 21 is any linear subspace of an associative algebra © and F is an automorphism a-*aT of © the linear space 2Ir of all aT ihr a in SI has the same order as 21, and if 21 is a special Jordan algebra 2lr is clearly a special Jordan algebra isomorphic to 21. The enveloping algebras 21* and (2Ir)* are isomorphic associative algebras and if 21* = © then (21r)* = ©. If 21 = ©y and K is an involution cogredient to J then K = T~lJT for an automorphism F of © and if a = aJ the quantity (aT)K = aTT~ljT = aT. Hence ©k= (<&j)t. Thus we have:
Lemma 3. If J and K are cogredient the corresponding special Jordan algebras ©/ and ©x are isomorphic and their enveloping associative algebras (©/)* and (©«)* are isomorphic.
We now consider a special case and prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let J be the transformation of transposition on a total matric algebra © of degree n. Then (©/)* = ©.
If ra = l we have ©/ = © = (©/)*. Let ra>l and en, • • • , e,;, • • • , enn be an ordinary matric basis of @ and thus e^ = eji. Then every e,-< and ea+ea is in ©/, ea(en+ej,) =e<¿is in (©/)*, for every i^j. Hence (<£>j)* contains our basis of © and (©j)* = ©.
Our next special case will be that of a total matric algebra © of degree n = 2m over ft. Then © = 9JÎ Xft where 5DÎ has degree m and an ordinary matric Clearly the intersection of ©j-and SDÎ is the set of 4 =4' in aft. By Lemma 4, the algebra (©/)* contains SDÎ. If w = l the skew matrices B and C are zero, every 4'=4, ©j = $DÍ has order one, and (©/)*^©. If m>l we see that (©/)* contains «,;(«;< -e</)gi2 = e;.gi2 for iy*j, as well as ea(ejigii) =eugu for every i. Hence (©j)* contains gi2 =X^»gi2-Similarly (©./)* contains gn, gng2i=giu gngu^gn, (©./)* = ©. If / is an involution over g of any simple algebra © of degree « over its centrum g then there exists a splitting field $ (of finite degree over %) of © such that ©a is a total matric algebra. By Lemma 1 we may regard / as being defined in ©*. Thus we have aJ = ta't~1 where t= +t' is in ©# (cf. Albert [2, p. 154]). If ßi is any other splitting field of © and aJ = ha'tr1, the quantities t and h differ by a factor in the composite of $ and $i and h is symmetric or skew symmetric according as t is symmetric or skew. Let us then call / symmetric or skew in the respective cases.
If / is symmetric there exists a splitting field ® of © such that t is congruent in $ to the unity quantity of ©a, / is cogredient in $ to transposition. Then (©j)ä = (©«)./ is isomorphic to the set of all symmetric matrices over $, an algebra of order w(« + l)/2; ©/ has order w(« + l)/2. Also by Lemma 4, ((©«W* = ©«, and clearly ((©/)«)* = ((©*)/)* = ©*, the order of (©.,)* is the order of ©, (©^)* = @. If / is skew then n is even, n = 2m, (©j-)« is isomorphic to the set of w-rowed matrices defined in (1), (3) . The order of this set is m2 + 2(m(m -1)/2) =2m2 -m=n(n -1)/2 and, by the argument above, (©/)* = © unless m = 1. We have proved the following theorem.
Theorem
1. Let Ska simple associative algebra of degree n over its centrum % and J be an involution over % of ©. Then the order of the special Jordan algebra ©/ is n(n + l)/2 or n(n -l)/2 according as J is symmetric or skew and n is even in the latter case. Also-(©/)* = © except when J is skew and ©/ has order one. If 93 is an ideal of © the products ab and ba are in 93 for every ft of 93 and a of ©, (ab + ba)/2 is also in 93, 93° is an ideal of ©°. If ©° is simple the linear space 93° is zero or ©°, 93 is zero or ©, © is simple. Conversely let © be simple. Then it is clear that not only © but also ©° may be regarded as an algebra over the centrum of © and we may assume that © is a normal simple algebra over ft. Suppose first that © is a total matric algebra and that en, • • • , ea, • • • , e"" form an ordinary matric basis of ©. Then if 93 is a nonzero ideal of ©° and b=2^liißneij9e0 is n 93 so is e«6+Ae«-*22A/<y+_C*0MeH-Also ejj(eiib + beu) + (eub + beii)ejj = ßaeji+ßijeijis in 93 for every i and j^i-If some ßu^O the ideal 93 contains 2j3,-¿e,-,-and hence e«. Otherwise some ßn^O for i^j, bo = eij(ßjieji+ßijeii) + (ßjieJi+ßijeii)eij=ßjieu+ßjiejj is in 93 and by the process above we have a quantity e,-,-in 93. Then e,-,-e,,--|-eiJ€i< = e,-,-if Í9*j and hence 93 contains every e<, for our fixed i. Similarly 93 contains e^eu+ej&n'-eji and eifiji+eneij -eu = ejj. It follows that 93 contains every e¡j and, by the process above, every e,y, 93 = ©°, ©° is simple. If now © is any simple algebra over its centrum ft there exists a scalar extension $ of ft such that ©« is a total matric algebra and hence (©»)" is normal simple. But (©s)° = (©")« is then simple and is indeed normal simple-that is, simple for every scalar extension M oí ft-and the theorem is proved.
Corollary.
FAe algebra ©° is normal simple if and only if © is normal simple.
5. The algebras ©j-. Let © be a total matric algebra of degree w and J be the transformation of transposition so that ©j-has a basis consisting of (4) fa = fa = (e"-+ e,-,-)/2 (¿, / = 1, • • • , «). (7) to get d0 = gu + g22 + 2B2gX2, and, by (8), we form (C2g2i)¿0 and obtain di = gn + gn + Cigu.
Then since d0 and di are in S3 we have do -2(d -di) =gn+g22 is also in 33 and 33 = ©/ in this case. Hence we may assume BíCí9*I. We form a quantity (732gi2 + C2g2i) d by the use of (7) and (8) contains all (C-42+42G)gn + (C-42+42G)'g22 and, as in the proof above, every 4gn+4'g22. Using (7) and (8) we see that 33 contains every 73gi2 and Cg2i, 33 = ©.,.
We may now prove the following theorem. For there exists a scalar extension $ of the centrum % of © such that ©a is a total matric algebra, / in ©« is cogredient to one of the involutions Jo above, (©«)/ is isomorphic to (©ft)j0 and is simple. If 33 is an ideal of ©j the space 33« is an ideal of (©y)« = (©"ä)j and is zero or (©/)«, 33 is zero or @j, ©/ is simple. Since ©a is simple for every scalar extension $ of the centrum jj of © so is (©/)ft, and our theorem is proved.
Extension of isomorphisms.
If a linear subspace 21 of an associative algebra @ over ft is a special Jordan algebra any automorphism F of © carries each quantity a of 21 into a quantity aT such that 2(a-b)T = (ab + ba)T = (aTbT + bTaT) = 2aTbT.
Hence the linear mapping a-^aT is an isomorphism of 21 and the special Jordan algebra 2lT of all the aT. Moreover in some cases we may prove conversely that if 21 and 93 are isomorphic special Jordan algebras which are subspaces of © then there is an automorphism F of © such that 93=2Ir and a-+aT is the given isomorphism. Evidently our hypothesis is that F is a linear mapping of a prescribed subspace 21 of © on a second linear subspace 2lT such that (9) (ab + ba)T = aTbT + bTaT for a and b in 21, and we wish to define a linear transformation U on © such that au = aT, (bc)u = bucv for every a of 21 and every b and cof ©. We begin our investigation by proving the following lemma.
Lemma 5. If eis any idempotent of 21 the quantity eT is idempotent. If e andf are orthogonal idempotents so are eT andfT.
For, by (9), (e2)T = (eT)2 = eT if e2 = e. If ef=fe = 0 we use (9) to get ef+fe = 0 = 0T = eTfr+freT. Then eT(eTfT+fTeT) =eTfT+eTfTeT = (eTfT+fTeT)eT = eTfTeT+fTeT, eTfT=fTeT= -freT = 0 as desired.
We now consider the algebra ©y of (4), (5) and have We observe that 2(fu-du)T = 2fl-dl = 2fudl=-(hn+huY =-hn-ha implies by (7) and (15), (16) Using (6) and (19) We may now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let © be a simple associative algebra over its centrum ft, J and K two involutions of © over ft. Then each isomorphism T over ft between ©y and ©x of order greater than 1 can be extended uniquely to an automorphism U over ftof<S>.IfJ = K then the automorphism U which is the extension of the given automorphism of ©y is generated by a J-orthogonal element u of ©, that is, uuJ=a in ft.
For there exists a scalar extension 2 of the centrum ft oí © such that ©g is a total matric algebra, J and K can be extended to ©g by Lemma 1, and the extensions (©y)g and (©jc)g will be isomorphic. In ©g both / and K are cogredient to one of the involutions J0 above, for otherwise, by Theorem 1, ©y and ©a: would not have the same order as linear spaces over ft. The isomorphism between (©g)y and (©g)x induces an automorphism of (©g)/0 (Lemma 3) which by the above argument can be extended to an automorphism of (©y)* = (©a:)* = ©.
The uniqueness follows from Theorem 1. For if ai, ■ • • , a, is a basis of ©y over ft then every element a of © has the form a =2^Laaii " " ' a't Ior ot in ft and if U and F are two extensions of T then au =2^JaaJ1 ■ ■ • ajk = av, U=V.
If J = K we have, for each a of ©, by Theorem 1, aJU =2^1aat " ' ' a? = aUJ, aJU = uaJu~1 =aUJ = (u~l)JaJuJ and hence uuJ =«o in ft. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Consider now two simple associative algebras 9Î and © over their common centrum ft, and / and K involutions of 9Î and ©, respectively. Assume also that 5Ry and <BK are isomorphic. There exists a scalar extension field 8 of ft such that J in SRg is cogredient to one of the involutions Jo above, and at the same time K in ©g is cogredient to the same J0 for otherwise 9îy and @x could not be isomorphic. Thus by Lemma 3, (3?g)y is isomorphic to (9îg)/0 and so is (@g)s:. The isomorphism between ($Rg)y and (©g)« thus induces an automorphism of (9?g)y0 which by Theorem 4 can be extended to an automorphism U of SRg which will induce the desired isomorphism between (SRy)* and (©k)*, that is, 9Î and ©. Thus we have proved the following corollary.
Corollary.
Let 9Î and © be two simple associative algebras over the same centrum ft, J and K involutions over ftofiR and ©, respectively. Then each isomorphism T between 5Ry and ©# of order greater than one can be extended to an isomorphism U between (9îy)* = 9Î and (©k)* = ©. Two /-orthogonal elements g and / of an associative simple algebra © generate the same automorphism of ©j-if and only if g = af for some a in g, for gag~1=faf~1 for all a in ©/ implies the same equation for all a in © by Theorem 1, provided that the order of ©j be greater than one; but gag~1=faf~1 for all a of © implies that g = af for some a in vj-We have proved the following theorem.
Theorem
6. Let © be a simple associative algebra over its centrum ft, J be an involution over go/© such that the order of ©/ is greater than one. Then the group of automorphisms of ©/ over % is isomorphic to the group §*/5* where §* is the multiplicative group of all regular J-orthogonal elements of © and %* is the multiplicative group of %. This depends on the structure of the ground field g. If g is an algebraically closed field then every / is cogredient either to the operation of transposition of matrices (for we may consider © as a total matric algebra over g) or / is cogredient to the involution defined by (1) and (3) If 5 is a real closed field it is necessary to distinguish the case where © is a total matric algebra over % from that where © is a total matric algebra with quaternionic elements. In the first case if / denotes matrix transposition the /-symmetric elements are /-congruent to <22> Ci ", )
\0 -In-pJ where we take p^n/2 since we are permitted to multiply with real factors (cf. Albert [l, p. 114]). There are [w/2] + l types of nonisomorphic special Jordan algebras in this case. In the case of /-skew elements there is only cne possibility, namely, the degree of the algebra © is an even number n = 2m and / is given by (1) and (3) where t is a quaternion such that / = -t (cf. Jacobson, loc. cit.). 8. The main theorem. While it is easy to see what happens to an algebra upon extension of its base field it is quite difficult to determine the structure of an algebra from that of one of its scalar extensions. Thus, if 21 over ft is a special Jordan algebra ©y for some associative algebra © over ft with an involution J, it is clear, by Lemma 1, that for every extension field 8 of ft, 2Ig= (©/)g = (©g)/ is again a special Jordan algebra of the same kind. We shall show that in certain cases we can prove a converse theorem, namely that if, given an algebra 21 over ft, there exists a scalar extension field 8 of ft such that 2Ig is isomorphic to a special Jordan algebra ©y for © over 8, then there exists an associative algebra X over ft with an involution J' such that 21 is isomorphic to Xj'.
Consider an algebra 21 over ft and assume that there exists a normal separable scalar extension field 8 of ft such that 2Ig is isomorphic to ©y where © is a total matric algebra over 8, and / is an involution of © oVer 8 cogredient either to transposition Ji or to J2 as defined by (1) Consider the set 93 consisting of all 5 in © such that st = sT for all t in ©. 93 is an associative algebra over ft as it contains with any a, b also the elements ab and aa+ßb for a and ß in ft, and if 7 is in 8 and not in ft, and a is in 93, then ya is not in 93, for (ya)' = (ya)T =y'a' =yaT =ya' and 7=7' for all / in ®, 7 is in ft. Furthermore, the mappings Ji or J2 oí © induce mappings Kx and
